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Abstract 18!

Substitution of lysine 27 with methionine in histone H3.3 is a recently discovered driver 19!

mutation of pediatric high-grade gliomas. Mutant tumor cells show decreased levels and altered 20!

distribution of H3K27me3. How these chromatin changes are established genome-wide and lead 21!

to tumorigenesis only in specific tissues remains unclear. Here we show that H3.3K27M-22!

mediated alterations in H3K27me3 distribution result in ectopic DNA replication and cell cycle 23!

progression of germ cells in Caenorhabditis elegans. By genetically inducing changes in the 24!

H3.3 distribution, we demonstrate that both H3.3K27M oncohistone incorporation and pre-25!

existing H3K27me3 act locally and antagonistically on Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) 26!

in a concentration-dependent manner, explaining the observed H3K27me3 distribution in mutant 27!

cells. The altered heterochromatin patterns lead to extensive misregulation of gene expression. 28!

Through unbiased genetic screening, we found that inhibiting JNK pathway components, which 29!

are overexpressed in H3.3K27M cells, suppresses the ectopic DNA replication and cell cycle 30!

progression without rescuing the altered H3K27me3 distribution. Moreover, we show that JNK 31!

inhibition suppresses the replicative fate in human tumor-derived H3.3K27M cells, thus 32!

establishing C. elegans as a powerful model for the identification of potential drug targets for 33!

treatment of H3.3K27M tumors. 34!
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Introduction 39!

Establishing specific chromatin landscapes to regulate access to the genetic material is an 40!

effective and dynamic mechanism to control cell fate and preserve cell identity. Nucleosomes are 41!

the basic structural and functional units of this chromatin regulation. They consist of an 42!

octameric core of histone proteins that provide a structural scaffold for the organization of DNA. 43!

Additionally, histones can carry epigenetic information, either through post-translational 44!

modifications (PTMs) of the N-terminal tails or through the incorporation of histone variants. 45!

These chromatin signatures are indispensable for many crucial cellular processes like DNA 46!

replication, transcription, cell division or differentiation1,2. Histone H3.3 is a major variant of 47!

histone H3 that is mainly associated with regions of high nucleosome turnover3, and loss of H3.3 48!

results in severe sterility or lethality phenotypes in most organisms4,5. H3.3 is highly conserved 49!

in plants, animals and fungi and is distinguished from canonical H3 by only a few key amino 50!

acids that are important for the association with the H3.3-specific histone chaperones HIRA and 51!

DAXX6–8.  52!

Despite the importance for chromatin biology, only a few mutations in histone genes are 53!

directly associated with specific diseases. One notable example is the recently discovered 54!

replacement of lysine 27 with methionine in histone H3 or, more commonly, H3.3 that acts as a 55!

driver mutation of specific types of pediatric diffuse intrinsic pontine gliomas (DIPGs)9 and 56!

some cases of acute myeloid leukemia10. In tumor cells carrying this oncohistone, trimethylation 57!

of lysine 27 on histone H3 (H3K27me3) is strongly and globally depleted from chromatin11–13.  58!

H3K27me3 is a mark characteristic for facultative heterochromatin, and is associated 59!

with transcriptionally repressed regions14. H3K27 methylation is deposited, recognized and 60!

propagated by the Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2), a multi-protein complex 61!
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responsible for maintaining the silent state of the genes during development and cell 62!

differentiation15,16. PRC2-mediated H3K27me3 propagation is the result of dynamic interactions 63!

between the PRC2 complex and pre-existing H3K27me3, which allosterically activates PRC2 64!

and facilitates the spreading of the mark to neighboring nucleosomes17–21.  65!

The observed depletion of H3K27me3 in H3.3K27M tumor cells was initially explained 66!

by an increased affinity of PRC2 to the K27M-containing H3.3, resulting in PRC2 trapping on 67!

the nucleosomes containing this oncohistone11,13,22. Sequestration of PRC2 can explain how 68!

H3.3K27M, present only in a small fraction of all nucleosomes, acts as a dominant negative 69!

factor to affect H3K27me3 levels genome wide. However, retention of the mark in some 70!

genomic regions of mutant cells is inconsistent with the hypothesis that PRC2 is immobilized by 71!

H3.3K27M containing nucleosomes, and instead suggests that part of the PRC2 pool remains 72!

active to maintain H3K27me3 levels at some PRC2 targets11,12. Moreover, ChIP-seq analysis 73!

showed that PRC2 is excluded from, rather than immobilized on H3.3K27M-containing 74!

nucleosomes, and residual PRC2 activity is one of the factors promoting tumorigenesis23. 75!

Regardless of the exact mechanism of PRC2 inhibition, several studies revealed H3K27M-76!

induced changes of H3K27me3 levels at gene promoters and enhancers, showing that active 77!

promoters, which are enriched in H3.3 incorporation and H3K27ac, tend to lose H3K27me3 78!

while poised enhancers tend to gain the mark11,23,24. Moreover, these studies have led to a 79!

detailed understanding of how H3K27 methylation states affect gene expression in tumor cells. 80!

However, several key aspects of how H3K27M mutation leads to the formation of tumors are 81!

still not understood25. First, a precise understanding of how oncohistone incorporation remodels 82!

the H3K27me3 landscape genome-wide is lacking. Second, a causal link between the chromatin 83!

changes and the cancerous cell fate at a transcriptional level has not been established. And third, 84!
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the cell type specificity of H3.3K27M-driven tumorigenesis still remains to be elucidated. The 85!

available model systems to study consequences of the H3.3K27M mutation either do not result in 86!

a replicative fate or require additional mutations (e.g. mutation of p53 and PDGFRA) to induce 87!

tumorigenesis26–29. Therefore, to overcome these limitations and to investigate these key 88!

questions, we introduced the H3.3K27M mutation into C. elegans, thus obtaining an animal 89!

model with a tumor-like phenotype induced by the oncohistone that does not require secondary 90!

mutations. This model system allowed us to establish that PRC2 activity in mutant cells is 91!

affected both by H3K27M incorporation and the pre-existing levels of H3K27me3. Moreover, 92!

we could identify the JNK pathway as an important link between the global reorganization of 93!

heterochromatin and the replicative cell fate.  94!

 95!

Results 96!

H3.3K27M drives ectopic DNA replication, oocyte endomitosis and sterility in C. elegans 97!

We introduced the K27M mutation into the H3.3 gene his-72, one of five C. elegans H3.3 genes, 98!

which is ubiquitously expressed and non-essential30. His-72 transcript levels are 50 times lower 99!

than canonical H3 transcript levels, implying that only a fraction of all nucleosomes incorporates 100!

this H3.3 protein31. Worms carrying the H3.3K27M mutation show normal somatic 101!

development, but display almost fully penetrant sterility at 25°C, indicative of a germline defect 102!

(Fig.1a). The mutant worms that do not show complete sterility have strongly reduced brood 103!

sizes. The mutation is semidominant, as sterility is also observed in heterozygous animals and 104!

can be induced by delivering extrachromosomal copies of H3.3K27M (Supplementary Fig. 1). In 105!

wild type C. elegans germ lines, germ cells derive from a distal stem cell, undergo a few cycles 106!

of replication and mitotic division and then mature through meiotic phases in an assembly line 107!
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fashion into oocytes that are arrested in diakinesis of meiosis I until fertilization (Fig. 1b, left 108!

panel). DNA replication is normally completely absent in proximal germ cells and only resumes 109!

during embryogenesis. Remarkably, in the H3.3K27M mutant, germ lines develop without 110!

defects, but adult proximal meiotic germ cells adopt an ectopic replicative fate, causing 111!

endomitosis and sterility (Fig. 1b, right panel). Mutant germ cells first show abnormal 112!

appearance at the transition from pachytene to diakinesis of meiosis I. Mutant proximal germ 113!

lines contain an increased number of oocytes that accumulate DNA contents many-fold higher 114!

than wild type oocytes (Fig. 1c, d). The presence of these endomitotic oocytes suggested an 115!

ectopic activation of DNA replication in mutant germ lines. Immunofluorescence experiments 116!

revealed an ectopic expression of DNA polymerase delta subunit 2 (POLD2) at late pachytene 117!

stage and in endomitotic oocytes (Fig. 1e). Ongoing replication was also evident from BrdU 118!

incorporation (Fig. 1e). Some, but not all oocytes with over-replicated genomes are positive for 119!

the mitosis marker histone H3 phosphoS10, indicative of aberrant cell cycle progression (Fig. 120!

1e). However, mitosis does not progress, and continuous replication results in DNA 121!

accumulation. We also detected a high number of foci containing the DNA-repair protein RAD-122!

51 in endomitotic oocytes, indicating that the ectopic DNA replication results in extensive DNA 123!

damage (Fig. 1e). To investigate the DNA accumulation in more detail, we sequenced the 124!

genomic DNA of endoreduplicated and wild type proximal gonads. We found no evidence for 125!

preferential replication of specific regions, indicating that the entire genome is evenly replicated 126!

(Supplementary Fig. 2). Taken together, ectopic activation of DNA replication, accumulation of 127!

DNA damage, and aberrant cell cycle progression observed in H3.3K27M mutant worms 128!

recapitulate tumor-like characteristics, indicating that the H3.3K27M mutation alone can be 129!

sufficient to induce aberrant cell fates.  130!
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Oncohistone incorporation regulates PRC2 activity and distribution. 131!

To understand the cause of the observed germ line phenotypes, we aimed to establish the 132!

consequences of the H3.3K27M mutation on the H3K27me3 landscape before endoreduplication 133!

sets in. To unambiguously distinguish the wild type and mutant versions of H3.3 from H3 in 134!

immunofluorescence and genomics experiments, we added an OLLAS epitope tag to HIS-72. It 135!

has been previously shown that H3.3 is not evenly incorporated into the genome, but mainly 136!

associates with regions of open chromatin32,33. In C. elegans germ cells, it is depleted from 137!

chromosome X30,34. This depletion is likely caused by the transcriptional repression of 138!

chromosome X, which is mediated mainly by the PRC2 complex through extensive H3K27 139!

trimethylation35. MES-2, the worm homologue of the PRC2 subunit EZH2, normally shows a 140!

diffuse distribution in germ cell nuclei, but strikingly, introduction of the H3.3K27M mutation 141!

causes an altered distribution and accumulation in distinct regions of the nuclei (Fig. 2a). The 142!

change in PRC2 localization is accompanied by a dramatic reorganization of H3K27me3, which 143!

becomes depleted from most of the chromatin, but remains enriched on chromosome X 144!

(identified by co-staining with H3K4me3) (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 3). This suggests that 145!

PRC2 is inhibited locally on the autosomes by the oncohistone incorporation, but that sufficient 146!

free PRC2 remains to maintain H3K27me3 on the chromosome X, where the H3.3 levels are 147!

low. These results also imply that oncohistone incorporation is the main regulator of PRC2 148!

activity in mutant cells, and that only regions with little or no oncohistone incorporation retain 149!

H3K27me3.  150!

 151!

Altered oncohistone incorporation drives changes in PRC2 activity and sterility 152!

phenotypes.  153!
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We next aimed to examine if PRC2 activity can be further reduced by altering the oncohistone 154!

incorporation genome-wide. It has previously been shown that the chaperone specificity for H3 155!

and H3.3 is conveyed by a four amino acid motif that differs between these two histone proteins, 156!

SAVM and AAIG, respectively6–8,36. We recently demonstrated that exchanging the H3.3-157!

specific motif with the one present in H3 results in a more even distribution of the mutated H3.3 158!

on the chromatin in C. elegans germ cells, and the H3.3-characteristic depletion from the X 159!

chromosome is no longer evident30. Introducing the K27M mutation into this H3-like histone 160!

therefore allowed us to test the effects of oncohistone redistribution without changing its levels 161!

(Fig. 2b). In the context of this H3-like oncohistone, PRC2/MES-2 remains concentrated at one 162!

region of the germ cell nuclei. Immunofluorescence experiments showed that the H3-like 163!

oncohistone is indeed not depleted from the X chromosome (Fig. 2b). However, the altered 164!

oncohistone incorporation pattern does not seem to further disrupt the H3K27me3 landscape, and 165!

H3K27me3 levels remain high on the X chromosome (Fig. 2b). Consistently, total H3K27me3 166!

levels are strongly reduced in both H3.3K27M and H3-like K27M mutants compared to wild 167!

type, while wild type and mutant versions of H3.3 are present at similar levels (Fig. 2c).  168!

 Altering the oncohistone incorporation from an H3.3 to and H3-like distribution resulted 169!

in a superficially unchanged H3K27me3 distribution, and fertility levels remained at about 20% 170!

compared to wild type (Fig. 2d). However, oocyte endomitosis is not the prevalent cause of 171!

sterility in H3-like K27M mutant worms. Instead, a high percentage of the animals fail to 172!

develop a gonad, similar to what is observed in PRC2 null mutants (Fig. 2e)37. This result 173!

implies that the different incorporation patterns of the H3.3 and H3-like oncohistone cause 174!

different cell fates, ectopic replication in case of the former and non-proliferation in case of the 175!
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latter, indicating that not only oncohistone levels, but also oncohistone distribution are important 176!

for the phenotypes observed in K27M mutant cells.  177!

 178!

Oncohistone and H3K27me3 act antagonistically on PRC2 in cis.  179!

Despite causing strikingly different germ cell fates, introduction of the K27M mutation in either 180!

H3.3 or H3-like histone results in superficially similar changes in H3K27me3 distribution, with a 181!

depletion from the autosomes and maintenance of high levels on chromosome X. To investigate 182!

these changes in more detail on a genomic scale, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation 183!

followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq), probing for H3K27me3 enrichment and 184!

oncohistone occupancy. As previously reported for mammalian oncohistones, the K27M 185!

mutation alone does not alter the H3.3 distribution pattern (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 4)13. 186!

Upon changing the chaperone recognition motif from AAIG to SAVM, the resulting H3-like 187!

oncohistone shows an incorporation pattern with domains similar to H3.3, but these domains 188!

widen and spread into regions not normally occupied by H3.3 (Fig. 3a). Importantly, changing 189!

the chaperone recognition motif by itself does not affect H3K27me3 patterns (Supplementary 190!

Fig. 5). The genomic H3K27me3 analysis of the oncohistone mutant strains confirmed the 191!

immunofluorescence findings that the strongest depletion of the mark is observed on the 192!

autosomes, while the X chromosome remains strongly enriched for the mark in both the 193!

H3.3K27M and H3-like K27M mutants (Fig. 3a-b, Supplementary Fig. 4a). To visualize the 194!

dependencies between oncohistone incorporation and H3K27me3 levels, we divided the genome 195!

into four categories based on changes induced by the H3.3K27M mutation: domains that retained 196!

(i) or lost (ii) H3K27me3 signal upon oncohistone incorporation, domains with no H3K27me3 197!

occupancy in neither wild type nor mutant worms (iii), and the X chromosome (iv) (Fig. 3a, c).  198!
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In H3.3K27M mutant worms, H3K27me3 appears inversely correlated with oncohistone 199!

incorporation. Oncohistone incorporation is high in domains with no or lost H3K27me3 200!

occupancy (domains ii and iii), and low in domains that retained H3K27me3 (domains i and iv) 201!

(Fig. 3a, c).  These observations support a model of local, dose-dependent PRC2 inhibition in 202!

regions with oncohistone incorporation28. To test this model, we also analyzed the H3K27me3 203!

levels in the H3-like K27M mutant, where oncohistone incorporation is increased in the 204!

domains that normally don’t contain H3.3 and on the X chromosome (domains i and iv) (Fig. 205!

3a, c). Surprisingly, this increase only affects H3K27me3 levels on autosomes, not on the X 206!

chromosome (Fig. 3a, c; Supplementary Fig. 4a), suggesting that oncohistone incorporation is 207!

not the only factor affecting PRC2 activity, but that high pre-existing concentrations of 208!

H3K27me3 can stimulate the enzyme sufficiently to maintain its activity.  209!

To test whether H3K27me3 in the mutant indeed depends on both oncohistone 210!

incorporation and pre-existing (wild type) H3K27me3 levels, we performed hierarchical 211!

clustering of the ChIP-seq signal in 10 kb bins covering the entire genome. For both H3.3K27M 212!

and H3-like K27M mutants, the clustering was performed on three datasets: wild type (pre-213!

oncohistone mutation) H3K27me3 levels, oncohistone levels, and H3K27me3 levels upon 214!

oncohistone incorporation. Analysis of the H3.3K27M mutant data confirmed that oncohistone 215!

incorporation and PRC2 activity are largely antagonistic (Fig. 3d, left panel). On autosomes, 216!

positions with high levels of oncohistone incorporation show very low levels of H3K27me3 (Fig. 217!

3d, left panel, clusters 1-3). Positions with low oncohistone incorporation on both autosomes and 218!

chromosome X, however, retain high levels of H3K27me3 (Fig. 3d, left panel, clusters 4-5). 219!

Interestingly, a small cluster on the X chromosome retains H3K27me3 despite high levels of 220!

oncohistone incorporation (Fig. 3d, left panel, cluster 6), suggesting that high H3K27me3 levels 221!
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can overcome the inhibitory effect of the oncohistone incorporation. This observation is 222!

consistent with the local stimulatory role of H3K27me3 for PRC2 activity described recently18,20.  223!

In the H3-like K27M mutant, oncohistone incorporation appears more even across the 224!

genome (Fig. 3d, right panel). This changed incorporation pattern results in further local 225!

reduction of the H3K27me3 on the autosomes, reflected by enlargement of cluster 3 of the heat 226!

map (Fig. 3d, right panel). However, some autosomal regions retain high H3K27me3 levels 227!

despite increased oncohistone occupancy (Fig. 3d, right panel, cluster 4). Similarly, the high 228!

H3K27me3 signal persists throughout the X chromosome, despite the increased local 229!

oncohistone levels (Fig. 3d, right panel, cluster 5-6). These results confirm that high levels of 230!

pre-existing H3K27me3 can locally sufficiently stimulate PRC2 to overcome the inhibitory 231!

effects of the oncohistone incorporation. Taken together, we find that PRC2 activity is 232!

influenced locally by both initial levels of H3K27me3 and oncohistone incorporation. These 233!

factors are sufficient to explain the oncohistone-induced H3K27me3 changes genome wide and 234!

provide a mechanistic explanation for the aberrant H3K27me3 patterns observed in mutant worm 235!

and vertebrate cells.  236!

The hierarchical clustering method allowed us to dissect the dependencies between the 237!

H3K27 methylation states and oncohistone incorporation patterns, but it did not quantitatively 238!

establish that oncohistone-induced changes follow the same pattern in both mutants. Moreover, 239!

we were curious to see whether the relationship between these factors of PRC2 regulation also 240!

hold true in a mammalian system. To address these questions, we utilized a Taylor’s theorem-241!

based approximation and modeled the non-linear relationship between oncohistone incorporation 242!

and H3K27me3. The model was developed on the C. elegans H3.3K27M mutant ChIP-seq 243!

results and then also applied to the datasets obtained for the H3-like mutant and recently 244!
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published results from H3.3K27M-containing mouse cell lines24. Although the distribution of the 245!

oncohistone incorporation is different in each case, the function approximates the observed 246!

H3K27me3 distribution for all three datasets in a similar way (Supplementary Fig. 6). This 247!

confirms that, in all cases, the inhibitory effects of oncohistone incorporation are dominant in 248!

regions with low pre-existing H3K27me3, but become negligible in regions of high pre-existing 249!

H3K27me3, regardless of the oncohistone distribution.  250!

 251!

H3.3K27M-induced replicative fate is driven by JNK misregulation. 252!

H3.3K27M-mediated H3K27me3 redistribution leads to extensive gene misregulation in 253!

human cells9,38. Many of these misregulated genes are implicated in processes potentially driving 254!

tumorigenesis, such as mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase signaling or cell cycle control, 255!

and misregulation of some of them, like tumor suppressor Wilms Tumor 1, were shown to 256!

promote proliferation of the tumor-derived cells24. However, a clear understanding of how 257!

changes in gene expression result in tumorigenesis is still lacking, especially since many of the 258!

animal models require secondary mutation for the activation of cell cycle programs. The C. 259!

elegans model presented here contains the H3.3K27M mutation in an otherwise wild type 260!

background, thus potentially allowing us to link the effect of the mutation to specific pathways 261!

that drive the cells towards their aberrant fate. We identified about 500 genes with changes in 262!

expression upon acquisition of the H3.3K27M mutation (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Table 3). 263!

Changes in gene expression are anti-correlated with changes in H3K27me3 occupancy (Fig. 4b), 264!

and upregulated genes are mainly localized on the autosomes, while downregulated genes are 265!

enriched on chromosome X (Supplementary Fig. 7). These results imply that the gene expression 266!

changes are likely a direct consequence of the H3K27me3 redistribution in the H3.3K27M 267!
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mutant strain, consistent with the finding that misregulated genes are enriched for PRC2 targets 268!

in H3.3K27M tumor cells38. Interestingly, H3K27me3 levels are gained or lost over the entire 269!

gene body (Fig. 4c). Extensive misregulation affects many specific gene groups and pathways, 270!

but analysis of significantly enriched GO terms revealed that the most affected categories fall 271!

into kinase-related signal transduction proteins (Fig. 4d). However, from this data it is difficult to 272!

identify expression changes in specific genes that are causal for the observed phenotype.  273!

To overcome this limitation and identify key genes involved in aberrant oocyte replication 274!

within these pathways in an unbiased way, we performed a random mutagenesis screen for 275!

genetic suppressors of H3.3K27M-induced sterility (Fig. 5a). We identified a serine 287 to 276!

asparagine substitution in KGB-1 (KGB-1 S287N) as a potent suppressor of endomitosis that 277!

restored fertility in worms carrying the oncohistones (Fig. 5b). We confirmed this finding with 278!

an additional KGB-1 S287N allele generated by CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis that restored fertility 279!

to similar levels. KGB-1 is a homologue of mammalian Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK), a 280!

stress-activated MAPK subfamily serine-threonine kinase39. In C. elegans, KGB-1 positively 281!

regulates the activator protein-1 (AP-1) transcription factor FOS-140, which in turn controls 282!

oocyte ovulation via IP3 signaling41. Misregulation of this regulatory cascade was shown to 283!

result in disruption of the Ca2+ homeostasis in the germ line and result in an oocyte endomitosis 284!

phenotype similar to the one observed in H3.3K27M worms41.  285!

To confirm that the H3.3K27M mutation leads to aberrant calcium signaling, we measured 286!

Ca2+ levels using the indicator dye Calcium Green-1 dextran, injected into the worm gonads. We 287!

found that H3.3K27M mutant worms showed elevated levels of Ca2+ in the germ line compared 288!

to wild type. This defect was partially rescued by the KGB-1S287N mutation, confirming that 289!
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the replicative phenotype observed in these mutants correlates with aberrant Ca2+ signaling, a 290!

known downstream effector of the JNK pathway (Fig. 5c)41,42.  291!

In H3.3K27M mutant germ lines, the kgb-1 gene loses H3K27me3 signal, and kgb-1 292!

expression levels are significantly elevated in H3.3K27M mutant germ lines (Fig. 5d-e). The 293!

KGB-1 S287N mutation does not restore the nuclear distribution of H3K27me3 observed in the 294!

oncohistone mutant (Fig. 5f), indicating that it rescues a defect downstream of the chromatin 295!

changes and may affect the stability or activity of the enzyme. Sequence alignment and 296!

comparison to the structure of mammalian JNK-1 indicated that the S287N suppressor mutation 297!

localizes in the serine/threonine kinase domain of the KGB-1, and is likely exposed on the 298!

surface of the protein, thus potentially serving as a phosphorylation target that regulates the 299!

activity of the enzyme (Supplementary Fig. 8)43,44. To test whether the sterility is driven by 300!

diminished activity of the JNK pathway, we reduced the expression levels of kgb-1 by RNAi, 301!

which resulted in a partial rescue of the endomitosis phenotype and in a significant increase in 302!

fertility of H3.3K27M worms (Fig. 5g). To further validate the JNK pathway as potential target 303!

for antagonizing the effects of the H3.3K27M mutations, we treated worms with the JNK 304!

inhibitor SP60012545–47. Consistent with the RNAi experiments, the drug was able to 305!

significantly increase the number of fertile animals in the H3.3K27M population, while not 306!

affecting wild type worms (Fig. 5h). Taken together, our results demonstrate that H3.3K27M-307!

mediated redistribution of H3K27me3 directly results in gene expression changes, but that the 308!

aberrant oocyte replication and endomitosis is driven by misregulation of specific 309!

serine/threonine kinases such as JNK. We show that targeting this kinase by RNAi or by 310!

chemical inhibitors is an effective way to prevent the aberrant entry of oocytes into the cell cycle 311!

and restore fertility in H3.3K27M mutant worms.  312!
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JNK inhibition is effective on human glioma-derived H3.3K27M mutant cells. 313!

Interestingly, JNK is one of the known targets for inhibiting proliferation of glioblastoma cells45–314!
47. This suggests that in addition to the similarities in the H3.3K27M-induced chromatin changes 315!

between nematodes and vertebrates, similar downstream gene networks are misregulated to drive 316!

replicative cell fates. To explore this possibility, we treated three glioma cell lines, SF8628 317!

derived from an H3.3K27M tumor, and SF9402 and SF9427 derived from tumors with wild type 318!

H3.3, with the JNK inhibitor SP600125, using assays that were previously described to test 319!

differences between the same K27M-negative and -positive glioma cell lines48. As expected, 320!

pharmacological inhibition of the JNK pathway leads to a decrease in proliferation of non-321!

H3.3K27M tumor cells, but remarkably, H3.3K27M cells are affected significantly more (Fig. 322!

6). These results show that the anti-tumorigenic effects of JNK inhibition, established for 323!

glioblastoma, are particularly pronounced in cells harboring the H3.3 K27M mutation. These 324!

findings exemplify that the H3.3K27M nematode model can be utilized to identify relevant 325!

targets for future drug development though unbiased genetic screening.  326!

 327!

Discussion 328!

C. elegans as a powerful model system for the H3.3K27M driver mutation 329!

Animal model systems are desirable to study the consequences of disease-associated mutations, 330!

as they provide a developmental context that cultured cells lack. The development of several 331!

H3.3K27M animal models, including mouse and Drosophila, have led to significant insight into 332!

H3.3K27M-mediated PRC2 inhibition. However, our understanding of the direct link between 333!

oncohistone incorporation, PRC2 inhibition and oncohistone-driven tumorigenesis remained 334!
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incomplete due to inability of the oncohistone to induce a replicative phenotypes in these 335!

systems without introducing secondary mutations26–29. 336!

Introducing H3.3K27M into the nematode C. elegans resulted in global changes of the 337!

chromatin landscape and a striking replicative phenotype, allowing us to examine the 338!

relationships between oncohistone incorporation, loss of H3K27me3 and the aberrant cell fate. 339!

Interestingly, the replicative phenotype induced by the oncohistone is observed in the germ line 340!

rather than in neurons, as might have been expected from human tumors (Fig. 1). It has been 341!

previously observed that the induction of proliferation of post-mitotic cells in C. elegans is 342!

difficult to achieve49. C. elegans germ cells, however, appear relatively plastic, and their fate can 343!

be changed by modulating the activity of specific transcription factors and chromatin 344!

remodelers50–52. This germ cell plasticity presumably also allows the observed ectopic DNA 345!

replication in our H3.3K27M system. Importantly, this phenotype does not require additional 346!

mutations, allowing us to directly attribute the observed changes to the presence of the 347!

oncohistone. The observed ectopic replication in the proximal part of the gonad differs from 348!

previously described tumorous germline phenotypes, where the distal, mitotic region of the 349!

gonad is extended53. The specific localization of the oncohistone-induced replicative fate is 350!

likely linked to the deregulation of JNK signaling discussed below. The simple C. elegans model 351!

for the H3.3K27M mutation presented here allowed us to study the effect of oncohistone 352!

incorporation on the chromatin landscape and investigate the downstream effectors that promote 353!

the observed replicative germ cell fate. 354!

 355!

Both oncohistone incorporation and H3K27me3 influence PRC2 activity 356!
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In this study, we provide a general model for the concentration-dependent in cis interplay 357!

between pre-existing H3K27me3 and H3.3K27M incorporation that explains the genome-wide 358!

H3K27 methylation landscape in H3.3K27M mutant cells. We find that oncohistone 359!

incorporation antagonizes PRC2 and leads to a local loss of H3K27me3, but that domains of high 360!

H3K27me3 levels are maintained even upon oncohistone incorporation (Fig. 2, 3). We propose 361!

that the recruitment and allosteric activation of PRC2 by pre-existing H3K27me3 are sufficient 362!

to maintain these H3K27me3 domains. The maintenance of H3K27me3 is prevalent on the X 363!

chromosome, where we also observe an accumulation of PRC2 in H3.3K27M mutant cells. 364!

Interestingly, a recent study demonstrated that tethering PRC2 to regions that lost H3K27me3 365!

upon H3.3K27M incorporation is able to locally restore methylation levels in these regions in 366!

mouse ESCs24. Together, these results provide strong evidence for the model that H3.3K27M-367!

mediated PRC2 inhibition can be overcome by local enhanced recruitment of the enzyme, either 368!

through the presence of the activating H3K27me3 marks or by tethering the PRC2 to the specific 369!

location, and we demonstrate that this regulation is conserved between nematodes and 370!

vertebrates.  371!

The maintenance of large domains of H3K27me3 and the accumulation of PRC2 on the 372!

X chromosome argue against the originally proposed model of physical trapping of PRC2 by 373!

H3.3K27M-containing nucleosomes11,13,22. Instead, our data suggests that the PRC2 inhibition is 374!

local and transient, and that substantial amounts of PRC2 remain active and are sufficient to 375!

maintain domains of high H3K27me3. Our model is also supported by recent studies showing 376!

that PRC2 appears to be excluded from K27M-containing nucleosomes23,54, and that the presence 377!

of H3.3K27M histones prolongs the residence and search time of the PRC2 on the chromatin55. 378!

The impaired speed of PRC2 search for the right target may explain the local character of 379!
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H3K27me3/K27M antagonism - a local abundance of the oncohistone may slow down the 380!

enzyme, but the more pre-existing methylation is located in close proximity, the easier it is for 381!

the PRC2 to resume its activity and propagate the mark. 382!

The proposed model of PRC2 regulation by the local levels of oncohistone and 383!

H3K27me3 appears simpler than the chromatin changes described for mouse and human cell 384!

culture models. This may be explained by the findings that DNA methylation, which is largely 385!

absent in C. elegans, also influences PRC2 activity in human cells56. H3K27me3 can also spread 386!

in “far-cis” via long range contacts in human cells57. Such long-range interactions appear less 387!

common in C. elegans nuclei58. The simplicity of the spatial organization of the worm genome 388!

and the absence of DNA methylation therefore allowed us to establish the local dependencies 389!

between pre-existing methylation, oncohistone incorporation and PRC2 activity.  390!

 391!

The consequences of H3.3K27M-mediated PRC2 inhibition are tissue-specific 392!

Somatic substitution of H3.3 lysine 27 with methionine can occur in every cell, yet this mutation 393!

causes tumorigenesis only in a few cell types and drives very specific types of brain tumors 394!

(reviewed in 25). Our chromatin analysis showed that oncohistone-induced changes in H3K27 395!

methylation are determined by two factors: the pattern of oncohistone incorporation and the pre-396!

existing H3K27me3 states (Fig. 3). Both of these factors are linked to transcriptional programs – 397!

H3.3 is correlated with active gene expression, and H3K27me3 is associated with 398!

transcriptionally repressed regions. Transcription profiles, and patterns of H3K27me3 and H3.3, 399!

greatly differ between cell types59,60. Therefore, the resulting H3K27me3 landscapes upon 400!

mutation of H3.3 will also differ, and it is tempting to speculate that these differences will result 401!

in different, cell type-dependent patterns of PRC2 inhibition, and cell type-specific phenotypes. 402!
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These cell type-specific features may explain why H3.3K27M leads to ectopic activation of 403!

DNA replication and cell cycle progression only in some neuronal cell types. The different 404!

outcome in cellular fate is exemplified in our worm model by the different germ cell fates 405!

induced by H3.3 or H3-like pattern of the oncohistone incorporation (Fig. 2). The former results 406!

in a replicative fate and endomitosis, while the latter leads to inhibition of germ cell proliferation 407!

and germline development, mimicking the previously described PRC2 null phenotype37. 408!

Residual PRC2 activity is essential for the survival of oncohistone-containing human cells, 409!

illustrating that the K27M-driven tumors are not simply suffering from loss of PRC2 activity, but 410!

that tumorigenesis is driven by specific patterns of PRC2 inhibition23. In addition to the pattern 411!

of oncohistone incorporation, oncohistone levels may also contribute to the PRC2 inhibition and 412!

the downstream phenotypes of the mutant cells. We found that introduction of K27M into the 413!

germline-specific H3.3 gene his-74, which is expressed at lower levels compared to his-7230, did 414!

not result in the replicative phenotype (data not shown), suggesting that in this case chromatin 415!

changes were not extensive enough to trigger endomitosis. Systematic and quantitative 416!

measurements of oncohistone levels in different human cell lines resulted in the same conclusion 417!

that oncohistone levels are important in the context of cellular PRC2 levels54. Finally, the fact 418!

that more wide-spread, H3-like, distribution of the K27M-containing nucleosomes phenocopies 419!

deletion of PRC2 may also explain why the K27M is more prevalent in H3.3 than in H3 in 420!

human tumors. 421!

In C. elegans, PRC2 activity is mainly required for germline development, and the 422!

H3.3K27M mutation results in ectopic germ cell fates, while somatic tissues appear unaffected. 423!

In mammalian systems, regulation of PRC2 activity is essential during stem cell differentiation 424!

and neuronal development61,62 and loss of PRC2 can prevent stem cells from differentiation and 425!
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support their proliferation63,64. Most of the cells in H3.3K27M-driven tumors show 426!

characteristics of oligodendrocyte precursor cells, suggesting that the driver mutagenesis occurs 427!

in undifferentiated cells38. The constraints on PRC2 activity enforced by oncohistone 428!

incorporation may prevent the dynamic H3K27me3 changes required during differentiation and 429!

activate transcriptional programs that support an undifferentiated state and result in 430!

tumorigenesis.  431!

 432!

Tumorigenesis is driven by specific pathways downstream of chromatin changes 433!

The chromatin reorganization caused by oncohistone incorporation and ectopic PRC2 regulation 434!

results in a global misregulation of the transcriptome in mutant cells. We found that mutated C. 435!

elegans germ cells showed ectopic expression of several hundred genes, which fall into diverse 436!

categories such as kinases and ion transporters (Fig. 4). Similarly, transcriptional profiling of 437!

tumor-derived tissues and single cells showed that many cancer-related pathways were 438!

misregulated9,38. To single out key factors that link the chromatin changes and the downstream 439!

phenotypes, we took advantage of the powerful C. elegans genetics for unbiased screening. 440!

Surprisingly, we were able to identify a single point mutation in the C. elegans JNK homologue 441!

KGB-1 that significantly rescued the aberrant replication phenotype, making misregulation of the 442!

JNK pathway an important contributor to the replicative fate induced by the oncohistone (Fig. 5). 443!

The JNK pathway is a known regulator of calcium levels in C. elegans gonads and linked to 444!

calcium signaling in human cells41,42,65 and the suppressor mutation indeed rescued the changes 445!

in Ca2+ levels caused by the H3.3K27M mutation. This suggests that the changes leading to 446!

ectopic replication in worms and possibly tumorigenesis in humans are caused by misregulation 447!

of specific signal transduction pathways rather than global chromatin changes and the resulting 448!
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global misregulation of genes. KGB-1/JNK was significantly enriched in the worm RNA-seq 449!

analysis and showed significant changes in H3K27me3 occupancy, but it would not have been 450!

possible to identify it as a causal mutation based on these criteria alone. JNK itself was not 451!

identified as significantly misregulated in single-cell RNA-seq of human K27M tumors. 452!

Remarkably however, the top hit among the differentially expressed genes between H3.3K27M 453!

tumor cells and normal brain cells is Immediate Early Response protein 2 (IER2), a suppressor of 454!

neuronal differentiation upon JNK-dependent induction66. Platelet Derived Growth Factor 455!

Receptor Alpha (PDGFRA), which is often amplified in the K27M-derived tumors, is one of the 456!

upstream regulators of JNK67. Finally, the causative relationship between aberrant JNK activity 457!

and replicative fate has been established in many types of gliomas45–47. We found that inhibition 458!

of JNK suppresses proliferation of cells derived from K27M tumors more strongly than cells 459!

derived from non-K27M gliomas (Fig. 6). This illustrates the utility of genetic models like C. 460!

elegans for the identification of phenotypic drivers with only moderate expression changes in the 461!

mutant cells. We show that inhibition of JNK for a reduction of cell proliferation may be 462!

applicable to human tumor cells, thus offering potential for the development of future K27M 463!

tumor therapies. 464!

Taken together, our results establish C. elegans as a powerful model to understand how 465!

chromatin changes result in aberrant cell fates, and identify the JNK pathway as a potential drug 466!

target for treatment of H3.3K27M-positive gliomas.  467!

 468!

 469!

Methods 470!

C. elegans strains and culture 471!
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C. elegans strains were grown using standard OP50 feeding conditions for maintenance, 472!

stainings and sterility quantifications, and using peptone-rich plates seeded with NA22 for large 473!

quantities necessary for ChIP-seq experiments. N2 (Bristol strain) was used as wild type. A list 474!

of strains used in this study, including the numbers of alleles generated, is given in 475!

Supplementary Table 1. For simplicity, the term H3.3 refers to his-72, which is expressed in all 476!

cells at all developmental stages both in the soma and in the germline, throughout the 477!

manuscript30,34. All genome edits were generated at the endogenous loci of his-72 and kgb-1 478!

using CRISPR/Cas-9 as described in 68. To change the chaperone specificity for HIS-72, the 479!

H3.3-specific motif AAIG was replaced with the H3-specific motif SAVM. sgRNAs and repair 480!

templates, as well as PCR primers used to detect and sequence the mutations, are listed in 481!

Supplementary Table 2. 482!

  483!

Sterility quantification 484!

For sterility levels at 20°C, 100 L4 larvae were singled, and plates were scored for presence or 485!

absence of progenies after 3 days. For sterility levels at 25°C, L4 larvae were shifted to 25°C, 486!

and 100 of their F1 progenies were singled as L3 larvae (before any germline phenotype is 487!

visible) and kept at 25°C. F1 worms with at least one viable F2 offspring were categorized as 488!

fertile. To determine the cause of sterility (endomitosis, absence of gonads, under-developed 489!

gonad), the 100 singled worms were examined by light microscopy. All sterility comparisons 490!

were performed in at least three biological replicates, and different strains/conditions were 491!

compared using student’s t-test. For sterility in context of RNAi, both F1 mothers and scored F2 492!

progenies were grown on bacteria expressing the desired RNAi constructs. For sterility in 493!
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context of JNK inhibition, both F1 mothers and scored F2 progenies were grown on OP-50 plates 494!

containing 50 µM JNK inhibitor SP600125 (Milipore Sigma, S5567). 495!

 Stainings and imaging 496!

Worm gonads were dissected in anesthetizing buffer (50 mM sucrose, 75 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 60 497!

mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM EGTA pH 7.5, 0.1% NaN3). For antibody 498!

stainings, gonads were fixed in methanol for 20 minutes and acetone for 10 minutes at -20°C. 499!

Slides were washed three times with PBS for five minutes and incubated with H3K4me3 500!

antibody (Abcam ab8580, 1:10’000), H3K27me2me3 antibody (Active Motif 39535, 1:300), 501!

OLLAS antibody (Novus Biologicals NBP1-06713B, 1:300), H3 phosphoS10 antibody (Abcam 502!

ab5176, 1:1000), POLD2 antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific PA5-55401, 1:100), or RAD-51 503!

antibody (Novus Biologicals 29480002, 1:5000) overnight at 4°C. Slides were washed in PBS 504!

three times for five minutes and incubated with a Cy3- or Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies 505!

(Jackson Immunoresearch, 1:700) for 1.5 h at room temperature. Samples were washed with PBS 506!

three times for five minutes, stained with DAPI, and mounted with VECTASHIELD Antifade 507!

Mounting Medium. Images were obtained using a Leica DM5000 B microscope or a Leica SP8 508!

confocal microscope. Confocal images shown are maximum projections of 0.2-0.4 µm Z-509!

sections of the entire nuclei, except for images showing whole gonads for which 0.8-1 µm Z-510!

sections were taken. 511!

For DAPI intensity quantification, gonads were dissected as describe above, fixed in 512!

anesthetizing buffer containing 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for five minutes, and permeabilized 513!

in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 for five minutes. Gonads were washed in PBS, stained 514!

with DAPI in PBS (1:500) and washed once more in PBS. Z-stacks of DAPI-stained gonads 515!

were merged with maximum intensity. DAPI signal was measured for wild type oocytes, 516!
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intestine nuclei and endomitotic oocytes using the Area Integrated Intensity function in Fiji69. 517!

DNA content was estimated based on the DAPI measurements and linear regression of values for 518!

wild type oocytes (which are in diakinesis I stage; 4 n) and intestine nuclei (which are 519!

endoreduplicated to the DNA content of 32n). 520!

  521!

BrdU labeling 522!

Worms were labeled with BrdU on plates as described previously70 with minor modifications. 2 523!

ml of E. coli MG1693 (obtained from the E. coli stock center) overnight culture were added to 524!

100 ml of M9 buffer supplemented with 1% glucose, 1.25 µg/ml thiamine, 0.5 µM thymidine, 1 525!

mM MgSO4 and 20 µM BrdU (BD-Pharmingen 550891). Bacteria were grown for 24-36 h at 526!

37°C in the dark, spun down, resuspended in 1 ml of M9 buffer and used to seed M9 agar plates. 527!

Wild type and H3.3K27M mutant young adult worms that had been maintained for one 528!

generation at 25°C were put on feeding plates for 4 h at 25°C. Gonads were dissected as 529!

described above and fixed in methanol for 1 h at -20°C. Slides were blocked in PBSB (PBS 530!

containing 0.5% BSA) for 15 minutes, washed in PBS, fixed with 1% PFA for 15 minutes and 531!

again washed in PBS. To denature DNA and expose the epitope, the slides were incubated with 2 532!

M HCl for 20 minutes and then neutralized with 0.1 M sodium borate (pH 8.5) for 15 minutes. 533!

Samples were re-blocked in PBSB for 15 minutes and incubated with anti-BrdU antibody (BD-534!

Pharmingen 555627, 1:200 in PBSB) overnight at 4°C. The slides were washed 3 times in PBSB, 535!

incubated with secondary antibody (anti-mouse Alexa 488, 1:1000) for 2 h at room temperature, 536!

washed again in PBS, counterstained with DAPI and mounted with Vectashield mounting media. 537!

 538!

Western Blotting 539!
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Adult worms were washed 3x with M9, resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH=7.5, 100 540!

mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5% NP-40) and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples 541!

were sonicated (10 cycles, 30 sec sonication, 30 sec rest, snap freezing between each cycle) and 542!

spun down (5 minutes, max speed) to pellet debris. Protein concentrations were measured with 543!

the Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad, 5000006). A total of 20 µg (or 2 µg for H3 loading control) 544!

was loaded SDS-page gels. Western blotting was performed according to standard procedures 545!

using the LI-COR Odyssey system. Primary antibodies (anti-H3K27me2me3, Active Motif 546!

39535, 1:1000; anti-OLLAS, Novus Biologicals NBP1-06713B, 1:1000 or anti-histone H3, 547!

Abcam, ab1791, 1:4000) were incubated overnight at 4°C, and IRDye® secondary antibodies 548!

appropriate for each primary antibody were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature.  549!

  550!

ChIP-seq 551!

Native ChIP was performed as described previously71 with minor modifications. Briefly, 552!

synchronized worm populations were grown on 15-cm plates seeded with E. coli NA22. Worms 553!

were harvested as young adults, washed in M9 and resuspended in buffer A (15 mM Tris 554!

pH=7.5, 2 mM MgCl2, 340 mM sucrose, 0.2 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.5 mM PMSF) 555!

supplemented with 0.5% NP-40 and 0.1% Tx-100. Total nuclei, which are enriched for germ cell 556!

nuclei based on morphologic analysis, were obtained by light grinding of the worms under liquid 557!

nitrogen followed by douncing, low speed spin and washing of the nuclei. Chromatin was 558!

digested to mononucleosomes using MNase (NEB M0247S) at 37°C using 5 µl of enzyme per 559!

150 µl of nuclei in 1000 µl of the buffer. Each sample was divided in 6 parts that were incubated 560!

for 3, 5, 8, 10, 12 and 15 minutes, respectively, and then pooled together in order to obtain 561!

nucleosomal ladders. Following digestion, chromatin was extracted, solubilized and pre-cleared 562!
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with empty beads. The soluble chromatin fraction was incubated with primary antibodies against 563!

H3K27me2/me3 (Active Motif 39535) and OLLAS (Novus Biologicals NBP1-06713B) 564!

overnight at 4°C. Antibody-bound chromatin was captured with magnetic beads for 1 h at 4°C 565!

(50 µl 1:1 mixture of Dynabeads Protein A and Dynabeads Protein G, Invitrogen). DNA from 566!

both input and ChIP samples was then extracted using phenol/chloroform. Libraries were 567!

prepared using NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep with Sample Purification Beads using 568!

100 ng of input DNA. Libraries were sequenced using the TruSeq SBS HS v3 chemistry on an 569!

Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer. 570!

 571!

Oocyte whole genome sequencing 572!

Endomitotic oocytes or proximal parts of wild type gonads were dissected. Samples from 20-25 573!

worms were pooled and sonicated using a Covaris instrument, and libraries were prepared using 574!

TruSeq DNA-nano kit from Illumina. Whole genomes of the oocytes were sequenced using an 575!

Illumina HiSeq 2500. Reads were mapped to C. elegans reference genome and normalized to the 576!

total number of reads for each sample. 577!

  578!

Sequence analysis 579!

Paired-end reads (length=150 bp) were mapped to the C. elegans reference genome WBcel215 580!

with Novoalign software (default parameters, producing SAM format files). Reads were 581!

transformed into bins of the desired size (JSON format) with a custom UNIX script. JSON files 582!

were transformed into bedgraphs annotating maximum amount of reads present in each bin with 583!

a custom R script. All files were normalized to the same number of reads. For each ChIP 584!

experiment, IP files were normalized using the input file with the corresponding bin size. 585!
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Biological replicates of ChIP-seq experiments that passed the quality control were merged on the 586!

level of aligned reads (SAM files), and the downstream pipeline was performed again using the 587!

merged file and smoothed to obtain the final normalized bedgraph for each experiment. 588!

Processed data files are bedgraphs containing normalized ChIP results. Normalization was 589!

performed by input subtraction (to avoid low number of read biases; marked in the file name by 590!

_delta) or by division of input followed by log2 transformation (marked in the file name by 591!

_logratio). Bin sizes used in the analysis were 100 bp (marked in the file name by _100bp), 1 kb 592!

(marked in the file name by _1kb) or 10 kb (marked in the file name by _10kb). The appropriate 593!

bin size was selected for each analysis. Genome browser images were obtained using the UCSC 594!

genome browser (100 kb windows) or with Sushi Bioconductor package (whole genome views). 595!

H3K27me3 occupancy domains were called with custom Python and R scripts, heatmaps and 596!

hierarchical clustering were performed with Morpheus software 597!

(https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus). 598!

  599!

Suppressor screen 600!

The screen for suppressors of H3.3K27M-induced sterility was performed as described in 72. 601!

Briefly, H3.3K27M L4 worms were washed in M9 and incubated in 50 mM Ethyl 602!

methanesulfonate (EMS) for 4 hours at 20°C. Worms were washed in M9 again and recovered 603!

on OP50-seeded NGM plates. Pools of 10 worms each were transferred to fresh NGM plates 604!

(100 worms total) and were allowed to lay eggs for 6 hours after reaching the adulthood, 605!

resulting in approximately 100 F1 eggs each. Plates were maintained at 25°C, and F1 adults were 606!

washed off at the second day of adulthood to retain staged F2 eggs. F2 worms were maintained 607!

at 25°C, and 2000 of non-sterile looking worms were singled. Plates that contained progeny after 608!
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three more generations at 25°C were retained for further analysis. Mapping of the suppressor 609!

mutation was performed as described in 73. Briefly, suppressor strains were backcrossed to the 610!

original H3.3K27M strain, and 30 independent F2 plates homozygous for the suppressor 611!

mutation (scored based on fertility levels at 25°C) were pooled together for total DNA isolation. 612!

Samples were sonicated using a Covaris instrument, and the libraries were prepared using 613!

TruSeq DNA-nano kit from Illumina. Whole genomes from the suppressor strains as well as 614!

from original H3.3K27M mutant worms were sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2500. Reads 615!

were mapped to C. elegans reference genome, and SNPs were identified using the High-616!

Throughput Sequencing portal of the EPFL Bioinformatics and Biostatistics core facility (hts 617!

station). Candidate causative mutations were identified as SNPs with nearly 100% presence in 618!

suppressor strains when compared with the H3.3K27M mutant strain. Presence of the mutation 619!

was confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Suppressor function of the mutation was confirmed by 620!

introducing the same mutation into H3.3K27M worms using CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. 621!

 622!

Calcium level detection 623!

Measuring of gonadal calcium levels was carried out as described in 74. Briefly, adult worms 624!

were injected with 100 µM Calcium Green-1 dextran, 10,000 MW (Molecular Probes). Worms 625!

were rested for 2 hours and imaged with a fluorescence microscope. Levels of Ca2+ were 626!

estimated by measuring intensity of green fluorescence in multiple equally sized areas in each 627!

gonad using ImageJ.  628!

  629!

KGB-1 alignment/modelling 630!
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The KGB-1 amino acid sequence was obtained from WormBase and entered into the SWISS-631!

MODEL structure prediction software75. The software identified and used human JNK1 crystal 632!

structure (PBD ID 3VUG) as a template for the structure prediction. GMQE (Global Model 633!

Quality Estimation) and QMEAN Z-score for the obtained model equal 0.74 and -3.83, 634!

respectively, indicating that the model is of good quality and high fidelity. To determine if S287 635!

is a potential phosphorylation site we utilized serine, threonine or tyrosine phosphorylation site 636!

prediction software NetPhos3.176. 637!

  638!

Function approximation 639!

To model the dependency between oncohistone incorporation and H3K27me3 levels, a formula 640!

approximating the 1 kb logratio ChIP-seq data from wild type and H3.3K27M mutant worms 641!

was identified, where x = pre-existing (wild type) levels of H3K27me3, y = H3.3K27M levels 642!

and z = resulting (observed in H3.3K37M mutant) H3K27me3 levels. The approximation was 643!

performed in 3-steps. First, the formula for obtaining z values based on the experimental x and y 644!

was proposed for the first 20 data points. Then that formula was applied to all of the data points 645!

and best-fit function was approximated using Solver, a Microsoft Excel add-in program. The 646!

error was optimized by maximizing the R^2 correlation value and minimizing the formula error 647!

understood as (!!−!!)!!""#$!
!!! , where 100281 is the number of bins in the genomic data, Zi are 648!

the z values obtained by the function, and zi are the experimental z values. That procedure was 649!

repeated in several iterations with different base functions, and the use of an approximation 650!

based on the Taylor’s theorem resulted in the best fit: 651!

! = !! + !!× !!!!(! − !)!
!

!!!
!
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with the following A values: 652!

A0# $0.709110206#
A1# 0.689422042#
A2# 0.92135143#
A3# 0.291658614#
A4# $0.153205021#
A5# $0.049106574#
A6# 0.002409524#
A7# 0.00175899#
A8# 0.000128287#

 653!

Human cell culture 654!

The SF8628 cell line was purchased from Merck (SCC127), and SF9402 and SF9427 cell lines 655!

were kindly provided by Rintaro Hashizume (Northwestern University). The proliferation assays 656!

in presence of DMSO or increasing concentration of the JNK inhibitor SP600125 were 657!

performed as described in 48. Briefly, 5000 cells per well were plated in 96-well plates (in 658!

duplicates) and incubated in presence of the drug for 72 h. Relative numbers of viable cells in 659!

each well were determined using CellTiter 96 AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay 660!

(Promega). Experiments were performed in six biological replicates, and differences between 661!

cell lines at each drug concentration were calculated using one-way ANOVA. 662!

  663!

RNA-seq 664!

RNA was isolated from dissected gonads of N2 and H3.3K27M mutant worms grown at 25°C 665!

using Trizol, in biological replicates for both samples. RNA quantification, library preparation 666!

and data analysis was performed as described in 30. Raw and normalized counts as well as 667!

statistical measures are provided in Supplementary Table 3. 668!

 669!

 670!
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 877!

 878!

 879!

Fig. 1. H3.3K27M mutation drives C. elegans germ cells towards a replicative fate. (a) 880!

Cartoon! of H3.3K27M! mutation,! and! box! plot! showing! fertility! levels! of! wild! type! and!881!

H3.3K27M!mutant!(mut)!worms!at!25°C.!N=3! for!wt,!N=4! for!mut.! (b)!Cartoon! images!of!882!

worms!and!germ!lines!highlighting!different!stages!of!germcell!development! in!wild! type!883!
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and!mut!worms.!DAPI stained adult gonads of wild type (left) and mut (right) worms. Distal tip 884!

(asterisk), normal (arrows) and endomitotic (arrowheads) oocytes are highlighted. A 885!

representative normal (wild! type) and endomitotic! (mut)! oocyte! is! enlarged.! Scale bars 886!

represent 75 µm on!whole!gonad!pictures!and!20!µm!on!enlarged!oocyte!pictures. (c)!Box!887!

plot! showing! the!number!of!normal!and!endomitotic!oocytes!per!gonad! in!wild! type!and!888!

mut! worms.! N=10.! (d) Box plot showing relative DNA content in endomitotic oocytes 889!

compared to wild type oocytes (diakinesis I, 4 n) based on the DAPI quantification. N=9! for!890!

normal!oocytes,!N=18! for!endomitotic!oocytes. (e) H3.3K27M!mutant! late!pachytene!and!891!

diakinesis!germ!cells!are!positive!for!markers!of!replication!(DNA!polymerase!delta!subunit!892!

2!(POLD2)!and!BrdU! incorporation),!mitosis! (H3!phosphoS10)!and!DNA!double!stranded!893!

breaks! (RADJ51).! POLD2! staining! in! pachytene! nuclei! as! well! as! POLD2,! BrdU,! H3!894!

phosphoS10!and!RADJ51!staining!in!normal!oocytes!of!wild!type!and!endomitotic!oocytes!895!

of!mut!worms!are!shown.!Scale bars equal 15 µm for late pachytene nuclei images and 10 µm 896!

for wild type and endomitotic oocytes images. !897!

! !898!
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 899!

 900!

Fig. 2. Oncohistone! incorporation! patterns! induce! changes! in! nuclear! PRC2!901!

distribution!and!sterility!phenotypes.!(aBb) Live!cell!imaging!of!GFPJtagged!MESJ2/EZH2!902!

(the! catalytic! subunit! of! C.* elegans! PRC2),! and! immunofluorescence of H3K27me3 and 903!

H3.3/oncohistone in pachytene!nuclei of wild type and H3.3K27M mutant (mut)!(a)!and H3-904!

like K27M!oncohistone (H3-like mut) (b)!worms.!Scale!bars!represent!5!µm.!The!cartoons!on!905!

the! right! illustrate! the! mutations! introduced! into! the! H3.3! protein! in! each! strain.! (c) 906!

Western blot of H3K27me3 and H3.3/oncohistone levels in wild type,!mut and H3-like mut 907!
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worms. All versions of H3.3 are OLLAS-tagged to distinguish them unambiguously!form!H3.!908!

H3!levels!are!shown!as! loading!control.!(d)!Box!plots! illustrating!levels!of!fertility!of!wild!909!

type!(gray),!mut!(blue)!and!H3Jlike!mut!(purple)!worms!at!25°C.!N=3!for!all!conditions.!(e)!910!

Bar! plots! showing! types! of! sterility! observed! in! mut! (blue)! and! H3Jlike! mut! (purple)!911!

worms!at!25°C.!912!

! !913!
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!914!

Fig.!3.!Oncohistone!and!H3K27me3!antagonistically!regulate!PRC2!activity!in#cis.!(a)!915!

Genome! browser! views! of! H3.3/oncohistone! (green! tracks,! top! panel)! and! H3K27me3!916!
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(blue! tracks,! bottom! panel)! occupancy! in! wild! type! (light),! H3.3K27M! mutant! (mut,!917!

medium)!and!H3Jlike!K27M!mutant!(H3Jlike!mut,!dark)!worms!(100!kb!windows).!Genes!918!

and!H3K27me3!domain!annotations!are!highlighted!at!the!bottom!of!the!genome!view.!The!919!

domains!are!defined!based!on!comparison!of!H3K27me3!occupancy!between!wild!type:!(i)!920!

autosomal! signal! is! maintained,! (ii)! autosomal! signal! is! lost,! (ii)! autosomal! signal! never!921!

present! (iv)! chromosome! X! signal! is! maintained! ! (b)! Box! plots! showing! H3K27me3!922!

occupancy!per!chromosome!in!wild!type!(light!blue),!mut!(medium!blue)!and!H3Jlike!mut!923!

(dark!blue).! (c)!H3.3/oncohistone! (green)! and!H3K27me3! (blue)! occupancy! in! identified!924!

domains!in!wild!type!(light),!mut!(medium)!and!H3Jlike!mut!(dark).!(d)!Heat!map!showing!925!

hierarchical!clustering!of!10!kb!bins!covering!the!entire!genome!in!mut!(left!panel)!and!H3J926!

like! mut! (right! panel)! worms! based! on! levels! of! H3K27me3! before! and! after! acquiring!927!

oncohistone!mutation,!and!oncohistone!incorporation.!Autosomes!and!X!chromosome!were!928!

clustered! and! are! shown! separately.! (e)! Model! for! oncohistoneJmediated! regulation! of!929!

PRC2! activity.! PRC2! is! locally! both! positively! regulated! by! existing! H3K27me3! and!930!

inhibited!by! incorporated!oncohistones,!and!the! in*cis!balance!between!these! two! factors!931!

determines!the!pattern!of!H3K27me3!in!mutant!cells.!932!

! !933!
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!934!

!935!

Fig.!4.!H3.3K27M!mutation!leads!to!extensive!gene!misregulation.!(a)!MA!plot!of!RNA!936!

sequencing! results! showing! genes! upJ! (green)! and! downJregulated! (red)! in! H3.3K27M!937!

mutant! (mut)! compared! to!wild! type!worms.! (b)!Average!plots!of!H3K27me3!occupancy!938!

changes! in!mut! compared! to!wild! type!worms! at! all! genes,! and! at! genes! upJ! (green)! or!939!

downJregulated! (red)! upon! H3.3K27M! mutation.! (c)! Scatter! plot! of! H3K27me3! and!940!

expression!changes!upon!H3.3K27M!mutation!for!all!genes.!UpJregulated!genes!are!marked!941!

with!red,!and!downJregulated!genes!are!marked! in!green.!(d) Bar plot showing GO Terms 942!

significantly enriched among genes mis-regulated in mut worms. GO Terms were called in two 943!

categories - molecular function and protein class, and only GO Terms enriched ≥ 2 fold are 944!

shown.  945!
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!946!

!947!

Fig.! 5.! JNK! inhibition! counteracts! phenotypes! caused! by! H3.3K27M! mutation.! (a)!948!

Cartoon! showing! experimental! setup! for! the! random! EMS!mutagenesis.! P0!worms!were!949!

mutategnized,!and!individual!F2!worms!were!screened!for!fertility!that!was!maintained!for!950!

several!subsequent!generations!at!25°C.!(b)!Fertility!boxplot!for!H3.3K27M!mutant!(mut)!951!

worms!with! (yellow)!and!without! (blue)!kgbH1/JNK!S287N!suppressor!mutation.!N=3! for!952!

all! conditions.! (c)! Box! plot! showing! relative! Ca2+! concentration! in! gonads! of! wild! type!953!

(gray),! mut! (blue)! and! mut! with! kgbH1/JNK! S287N! suppressor! mutation! (yellow).!954!

Concentration! in!wild! type!was! set! as! one! and!used! as! a! reference! for! the! other! strains.!955!

N=6.!!(d)!Genome!browser!view!showing!H3K27me3!levels!around!the!kgbH1!gene!in!wild!956!

type!and!mut!worms.!(e)!Bar!plot!showing!the!kgbH1!expression!levels!in!wild!type!and!mut!957!
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germ!lines!based!on!RNAJseq!(bottom).!(f)!H3K27me3!staining!in!wild!type,!mut!and!mut!958!

with! kgbH1/JNK! S287N! suppressor! mutation.! Scale! bar! represents! 5! µm.! (g)! Fertility!959!

boxplots!of!mut!worms!upon!treatment!with!control!(left)!or!kgbH1/JNK!(right)!RNAi.!(h)!960!

Fertility!boxplots!of!wild!type!(gray)!and!mut!(blue)!worms!upon!treatment!with!DMSO!or!961!

JNK!inhibitor!SP600125.!N=3!for!all!conditions!in!(g)!and!(h).!!962!

! !963!
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!964!

!965!

Fig.! 6.! JNK! inhibition! decreases! proliferation! of! human! gliomaBderived! H3.3K27M!966!

mutant! cells.! (aBb)! Transmitted! light! pictures! (a)! and! cell! viability! plots! (b)! of! human!967!

gliomaJderived! cells! with! wild! type! (SF9421,! black;! SF9402,! gray)! or! K27M! mutant!968!

(SF8628,!red)!H3.3,!treated!with!different!concentrations!of!JNK!inhibitor!SP600125.!N=4!969!

for!all!conditions.!!970!

! !971!
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